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Q. Please state your name, title and business address?1

A. I am Vincent A. Parisi, General Counsel and Regulatory Affairs Officer for 2

Interstate Gas Supply, Inc., parent of Interstate Gas Supply of Illinois, Inc. 3

(“IGS”), a certified Alternative Gas Supplier or “AGS” in Illinois.  My business 4

address is 6100 Emerald Parkway, Dublin OH 43016.  5

6

Q. Did you submit Direct and Surrebuttal Testimony in the instant proceeding?7

A. Yes.  On January 15, 2010, I submitted Direct Testimony on behalf of the Retail 8

Gas Suppliers (“RGS”), which includes IGS, Just Energy Illinois Corp., and 9

Dominion Retail, Inc., each of which is an Alternative Gas Supplier (“AGS”)1  On 10

October 12, 2010, I submitted Rebuttal Testimony on behalf of RGS.11

12

Q. What is the purpose of your Surrebuttal Testimony?13

A. My Surrebutal Testimony continues to address the draft Part 280 Rules proposed 14

by the Staff (“Staff”) of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”).  In 15

particular, my Surrebuttal Testimony continues to emphasize the reasons that a 16

Purchase of Receivables program would be a pro-competitive solution to 17

important issues about payment priority.  My Surrebuttal testimony also continues 18

to address Section 280.60(e), which provides the hierarchy of payments that are 19

received by utilities.20

21

                                                
1 This testimony is presented on behalf of RGS collectively.  Each member company of 
RGS reserves the right to present testimony and briefs on its own behalf, if appropriate.
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Q. Please summarize the position of RGS regarding Section 280.60(e).22

A. Part 280.60(e) deals with partial payments that are made by customers.  23

Specifically, Part 280.60(e) describes the manner in which a payment that is less 24

than 100% of the outstanding customer balance should be applied to the various 25

component services that make up the balance shown on the customer’s bill.  To 26

put this in context, it is important to remember that for a customer that has elected 27

to switch to an AGS, there are at least two very distinct components to the 28

customer’s bill:  (1) the AGS charges for products and services provided by the 29

AGS; and (2) the utility distribution charges for delivering the commodity natural 30

gas to that particular customer.  31

32

My Direct and Rebuttal Testimony explained the use of receivables management 33

tools, the inequitable and anti-competitive effect of the existing Commission 34

Rules, and how the proposed rule initially advanced by Staff would exacerbate 35

rather than alleviate those problems.  I also explained that adoption of a proration 36

model would be an improvement.  Finally, I pointed out that proration, though an 37

improvement, would not fully eliminate inequities inherent in the current system –38

the best solution would be for the Commission to establish a purchase of 39

receivables program for all Illinois natural gas utilities.40

41
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Q. Please recap how payments are applied under the existing Commission rules.42

A. Under the current system, when the utility receives a partial payment from a 43

customer, the payment is applied according to the following order:44

1. Utility aged receivables;45

2. AGS aged receivables; 46

3. Utility current receivables;47

4. AGS current receivables.48

49

Q. Would this payment priority be retained under the Rules as currently 50

proposed by Staff (“Staff’s Revised Proposed Rule”)?51

A. It remains somewhat uncertain what the priority would be under Staff’s current 52

proposal, and the policy justification for it is unclear.  It appears that Staff’s 53

Revised Proposed Rule presented in its rebuttal testimony is closer to current 54

practice than the rule that Staff proposed with its initial draft of the Part 280 55

Rules.  However, Staff has not provided an explanation for why it is appropriate 56

to retain the current practice, rather than implement a rule that actually does “level 57

the playing field” between public utilities and AGS.58

59

Q. In what way would the payment priority system still be inequitable under 60

Staff’s Revised Proposed Rule?61

A. The current payment priority system is inequitable.  At best, the Staff’s Revised 62

Proposed Rule simply maintains that system.  Thus, the system would remain 63

inequitable for customers and competitive suppliers.  Further revisions are 64
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necessary in order to allow residential and small commercial customers to realize 65

the vast benefits of the competitive market.66

Q. How specifically are the current priority rules and Staff’s Revised Proposed 67

Rule inequitable?68

A. There are at least four (4) inequities inherent in the current priority rules that 69

would not be remedied under Staff’s Revised Proposed Rule.70

71

First, utilities do not use receivables management tools equitably.  Under the 72

current system, utilities only use the state-authorized receivables management 73

tools they have at their disposal to collect commodity charges of the utility; they 74

do not use those tools to assist in recovering charges for AGS products and 75

services owed to AGS.  Despite the fact that all customers pay for these tools 76

regardless of whether they purchase from the utility or an AGS, they are only 77

used to collect aged commodity costs of the utility.  Nothing in the Staff’s 78

Revised Proposed Rule would change this inequitable situation.79

80

Second, there is no equitable proration of partial payments.  As a rule of 81

thumb, approximately 70% of a typical customer’s annual bills is related to the 82

charges for AGS products and services and the remaining 30% is delivery-related.  83

Nevertheless, under the current system, the delivery component receives 100% of 84

the first dollars in the door, until the utility is fully compensated for the amounts 85

past due to the utility.  Likewise, the utilities’ current delivery charges are paid in 86

full prior to the AGS receiving any payment for charges for AGS products and 87
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services.  Nothing in the Staff’s Revised Proposed Rule would change this88

inequitable situation.89

90

Third, the gas utilities in Illinois still do not have a “purchase of receivables” 91

program.  A purchase of receivables program is one way, and in my opinion the 92

best and most complete way, to overcome the inequities inherent in the situation 93

that results from the utilities retaining a monopoly on the ability to turn off 94

customers’ service for lack of payment.  In fact, recently in Maryland the Public 95

Service Commission recognized this issue as part of a rulemaking process 96

(Rulemaking 17 for electricity and Rulemaking 35 for natural gas), and directed 97

the public utilities in the State to either file a purchase of receivables programs or 98

develop proration of payments, wherein partial payments where apportioned by 99

percentage of the total charges to the party with that percentage.  While purchase 100

of receivables programs are being implemented for Illinois electric utilities and 101

for gas utilities around the country (currently in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, 102

Kentucky, New York part of Pennsylvania and expanding, and being introduced 103

in Maryland), there currently is no comparable program for gas utilities in Illinois.  104

Nothing in the Staff’s Revised Proposed Rule or in the proposed 105

modifications to that Rule provided by other intervenors would change this106

inequitable situation.107

108

Finally, the gas utilities will be further protected by “bad debt trackers” that 109

will not be extended to AGS.  With the passage of SB 1918 in 2009, the utilities 110
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in Illinois have the ability to create uncollectible account tracking mechanisms to 111

remain whole on their uncollectible accounts (which could include accounts of 112

customers supplied by AGS, if a POR program was in place).  This will result in 113

the utilities being made whole on all receivables, regardless of the priority of 114

payment.  In short, gas utilities no longer need the significant advantage of 115

receiving the first dollars in the door.  As those “bad debt tracker” programs are 116

adopted by the utilities, AGS will be at an even greater disadvantage without 117

POR.  Nothing in the Staff’s Revised Proposed Rule or in the proposed 118

modifications to that Rule provided by other intervenors would change this119

inequitable situation.120

121

As a result of these continuing deficiencies -- even under Staff’s Revised 122

Proposed Rule -- customers who have selected an AGS receive only a portion of 123

the value of the systems for which they pay the utility through base rates and 124

administrative fees.  This is inequitable, since if the same customers were to 125

purchase commodity from the utility, all of the receivables management tools 126

would be applied fully for those customers, and all payments would be made 127

proportional to the bill.128

129

Q. In your Direct and Rebuttal Testimony, you recommended that the 130

Commission modify the existing payment hierarchy.  Does anything in the 131

other intervenor Rebuttal Testimony or in the proposed modifications to the 132
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Staff Proposed Rule provided by other intervenors change your 133

recommendation?134

A. No. The hierarchy of application of payments should be the same for both the 135

utility and the AGS, thereby eliminating the favoritism that results when one 136

entity is being treated better than another. 137

138

Specifically, the current structure should be improved to provide that payments 139

are to be applied on a pro rata basis, with the aged distribution charges and the 140

aged AGS charges being paid first on a pro rata basis, reflective of the 141

outstanding portion of the bill that is distribution-related and the portion that is 142

related to AGS products and services; and then the current charges being paid, on 143

the same pro rata basis.144

145

Under this “proration proposal,” payment would be applied to the parties 146

proportionate to the percentage of the associated bill.  That is, if AGS charges 147

comprise 70% of the charges on the bill, then 70% of the payment would be148

applied to that portion, and 30% would be applied to the distribution portion.149

150

Q. Would this proration proposal eliminate the inequities inherent in the 151

current system?152

A. Not completely.  Although the proration proposal would resolve the disparate 153

impact the current system has on the customer and the competitive market, it 154

would not eliminate the inequity associated with continued payment in base rates 155
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and monthly administrative charges for the receivables management tools.  In 156

order to eliminate that inequity completely, a purchase of receivables program is 157

necessary.158

159

Q. In your Direct and Rebuttal Testimony, you recommended that the 160

Commission endorse a purchase of receivables program for Illinois natural 161

gas utilities.  Does anything in the other intervenor’s Rebuttal Testimony or 162

in the proposed modifications to Staff’s Proposed Rule provided by other 163

intervenors change your recommendation?164

A. No.  The true solution to the payment application hierarchy problem would be for 165

the Commission to order the implementation of a purchase of receivables 166

(“POR”) program in the competitive markets for natural gas in Illinois, similar to 167

those which are being implemented in the Illinois retail electric markets.  I 168

explained in my Direct and Rebuttal Testimony that history in other markets 169

outside of Illinois has proven that a well crafted, well designed POR program not 170

only avoids issues such as those inherent in Staff’s proposal on payment 171

hierarchy, it also fosters a competitive environment not otherwise evidenced in 172

markets that lack a POR program.173

174

More than any other program associated with customer choice, the use of a 175

consistently applied POR program as part of a utility consolidated billing system 176

provides a jumpstart to customer confidence, allows for more dynamic pricing in 177

the market, and enables the AGS and the utility to work together for a common 178
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purpose.  Nothing in the testimony that has been submitted to date by any party 179

challenges these facts.180

181

POR is especially important for supporting mass market consumers, and provides 182

advantages to the utility and AGS alike. From an economic standpoint, POR 183

programs help to leverage utility billing systems, reduce redundancy, and send a 184

clear message to customers about reliability of energy service that is provided by 185

AGS and delivered by utilities.186

187

Further, the utility is in a unique position with respect to collection of receivables 188

before it becomes bad debt, since the utility is in sole possession of the state-189

authorized ability to disconnect service for non-payment of bills. A well run POR 190

program avoids the complications of dual bills, or even consolidated bills 191

provided by the AGS; and can prevent misapplications of payment and receivable 192

imbalances between the utility and AGS, and the potential of inconsistent 193

information being provided to customers, particularly when it comes to the 194

application of payments. POR programs allow AGS to enter the market with 195

significantly lower initial costs, which leads to greater numbers of competitors in 196

the market, thereby increasing the options available to all eligible customers.197

198

The Commission should recognize the benefits of POR for the retail natural gas 199

market in Illinois, and initiate a process for developing and implementing such 200

programs for natural gas utilities in Illinois where competitive alternatives exist.201
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202

Q. Please summarize the recommendation of RGS.203

A. RGS appreciates that Staff has offered a modification from its initial version of 204

280.60(e) and that other intervenors have also made various proposals.  However, 205

those modifications appear to continue the current inequitable system.  Since this 206

proceeding was instituted, nothing has materially changed.  Thus, if the 207

Commission wants to move beyond the status quo and actually improve the state 208

of the competitive gas market in Illinois, it should either revise the payment 209

priority rules to apply payments pro rata, based upon the percentage of the 210

outstanding invoices; or, even better, implement a POR program of the sort that 211

exists in the Illinois electric market and in competitive natural gas markets across 212

the Midwest and East Coast.  By endorsing a POR program for natural gas 213

utilities in Illinois, the Commission would expand the options, products, and 214

services available to Illinois customers without harming customers, utilities or any 215

market participant.216

217

Q. Please indicate any changes in the Staff Revised Proposed Rule that RGS 218

recommends.219

A. Regardless of whether the Commission embarks on establishing a POR program 220

for Illinois natural gas utilities, the Proposed Rule should be changed to 221

immediately assist in leveling the playing field.  RGS recommends the following 222

changes to Sections 280.05 and 280.60 as proposed most recently by Staff.  This 223
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language closely mirrors the language contained in my Rebuttal Testimony, with 224

modifications to achieve internal consistency:225

Section 280.05 Policy226
227

The purpose of this rule is to ensure that essential utility services are provided to 228
and maintained for the People of the State of Illinois, to encourage a level 229
playing field for the development of a competitive market that is accessible to 230
all Illinois customers who wish to obtain service from non-utility providers,231
and to establish fair and equitable procedures within the scope of this Part, that 232
take into account the duty of the utility, customer, applicant and occupant to 233
demonstrate good faith and fair dealing.  The policies and procedures outlined in 234
this rule shall take precedence over any inconsistent utility tariff, unless the 235
conflicting tariff provision has been specifically approved by the Commission as a 236
waiver or exemption from this rule, and shall be viewed as the minimum 237
standards applicable to gas, electric, water and sanitary sewer utilities.  Utilities 238
that are subject to these rules shall have the ability to expand or supplement the 239
customer rights guaranteed by these provisions as long as those policies are 240
applied in a nondiscriminatory manner.241

242
Section 280.60 Payment243

244
***245
e) Partial payment allocation:246

247
1) A utility shall not apply payments towards any amount in dispute.248

249
2) In the event that a customer submits a partial payment when 250

arrearages exist, the utility shall apply the payment on a pro rata 251
basis to outstandingfirst to  delivery services charges and 252
charges related to alternative supplier products and services.  253
Any remaining funds from the partial payment shall next be 254
applied to supplier power and energy charges.The pro rata 255
application of funds shall reflect the percentage of the 256
outstanding bill that is for delivery services and the percentage 257
of the outstanding bill that is for charges related to alternative 258
supplier products and services.259

260
3) In the event that there are no arrearages, customer payments shall 261

be applied on a pro rata basis to outstandingcharges for delivery 262
services charges and charges related to alternative supplier 263
products and services.shall receive first priority over all other 264
amounts due on a customer's bill.  After delivery services charges 265
are paid, funds shall next be applied to supplier power and energy 266
services.  The pro rata application of funds shall reflect the 267
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percentage of the outstanding bill that is for delivery services 268
and the percentage of the outstanding bill that is for charges 269
related to alternative supplier products and services.270

271
4) Partial payments shall not be applied towards any other charges 272

until all delivery services charges and alternative supplier 273
products and services supplier power and energy services charges 274
are paid in full.275

276
Q. Does this conclude your Surrebuttal Testimony?277

A. Yes.278


